Abstract-For a wideband radar system adopting stepped frequency signal (SFS), the micro-motion parameter is usually obtained by time-frequency analysis of the echo HRRPs (high resolution profiles). The data to be collected mainly includes each sub-frequency echo in the slow-time domain, which brings a great burden to the signal generation equipment and data storage on the radar system. Because of the sparseness of the ballistic target scatters in high frequency area, this paper adopts the compressed sensing technique to reduce the sampling data by randomly transmitting the stepped frequency signal. The performance of the proposed method is analyzed by the precession target measurement experiment in the anechoic chamber. The experimental results show that for the nose cone, middle circular ring and bottom circular ring of experimental missile target, when the sampling rate is no less than 50%, 30% and 30% respectively, the reconstruction result is qualified for micro-motion parameter extraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a universally acknowledged feature for ballistic targets recognition, the micro-motion parameter measurements and analysis is of great significance [1] . In the microwave anechoic chamber experiments, the stepped frequency signal is usually adopted for wideband radar systems to obtain the HRRPs (high resolution range profiles), then signal processing methods such as time-frequency analysis can be adopted to obtain the micromotion parameters [2] . The data to be collected mainly includes each sub-frequency echo data and the slow-time sampling data. The data volume is relatively large, which brings a great burden to the signal generation equipment and data storage on the radar system. In addition, if the sampling data is missing partly, the traditional processing method will also be invalid. Recently, compressed sensing theory has been introduced to the radar signal processing, and the ballistic target satisfies the sparse requirement for compressed sensing applications [3] . Currently compressed sensing is widely studied in radar (SAR or ISAR) imaging [4] - [6] . The common processing schedule is that first randomly under-sample the echoes then rebuild the whole imaging data in both range and aspect by sparse recovery. Since the micro-motion information is involved in the HRRP, and HRRP is the range information for ISAR imaging. Thus the similar theory can be applied for micromotion parameter extraction. Considering the radar system adopting stepped-frequency signal, a series of randomly selected frequencies are transmitted. After obtaining the sparse echo, compressed sensing technique is applied to rebuild the HRRP. By repeating the above transmitting-processing schedule in slow-time domain, the slow time-HRRP spectrum is obtained. Based on this, micro-motion parameters extraction algorithm is used to find out whether the reconstruction HRRPs are effective and test the performance bounder of the proposed method. In actual applications, the algorithm is also applicable for the partly missing sampling data.
II. THE MICRO-MOTION INFORMATION EXTRACTION FOR PRECESSION BALLISTIC TARGETS WITH TRADITIONAL STEPPED FREQUENCY SIGNAL
Precession is a combined motion of spinning and coning for ballistic target, which provides an effective feature for target recognition. For the precession ballistic target, the micromotion model is shown in Fig.1 . O is the target's center of mass, P is the vertex of the warhead. The ballistic target cones circling OZ axis. OZ is called the precession axis, the included angle of OP and OZ is called the precession angle. p f is the target's precession frequency, r is the precession radius. According to the scattering properties of ballistic targets, the scattering centers are formed by three parts: the nose cone, the middle ring located in the joint part of the nose cone and the missile body and the bottom ring located in the missile body bottom [2] ,which are marked in red circles in Fig.1 . The micromotion information such as precession frequency is involved in the echoes modulated by the range change between the radar and these main scattering parts of the precession ballistic target. For the wideband radar system, the stepped frequency signal is usually adopted to extract the micro-motion parameter. The pulse train signal is formed by N frequencies, assume the center frequency of the first pulse as 0 f , the center frequency of the i th pulse is
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. Substitute the target distance t R into (1), after down-conversion and low-filtering, the radar echo can be written as
Where i  is the echo amplitude, 
Where  represents the modular operation.
The peak value for (5)can be obtained at
Where ( ) round  represents the rounding function.
Considering the three main scattering parts of precession ballistic targets, the peak value position can be written as nc l , mr l and br l for the nose cone, the middle ring and the bottom ring respectively. Substitute them into (4) In actual applications, vast sub-frequencies are required to realize high-resolution for traditional stepped frequency signal, which give a great burden to the radar transmitters. Hence a random stepped frequency signal can be presented based on compressed sensing theory which reduces the sub-frequency count. This signal contains M （ M N  ） sub-frequencies selected from the traditional stepped frequency signal.
The proposed signal can be expressed as 
M N  sub-frequency selection matrix, which is randomly selected M rows form the N N  unit matrix in accord with the value of i K in (7).
Since the HRRP of the ballistic target is sparse in high frequency area, thus HRRP is the proper sparse signal for compressed sensing theory applications. The HRRP is obtained by IFFT operation of the echo samples, the echo samples can be expressed by the FFT operation of the HRRP. 
Where m H is a 1 N  matrix, represents target HRRP at m t .
Where
  
, and  is a unit selection matrix,  is the FFT matrix, thus  can be regarded as a matrix randomly selected from an orthogonal basis, which satisfies the RIP requirements for compressed sensing applications.
Consider the signal noise or jamming, then
Where m n is a 1 M  matrix, represents the noise signal at m t .
The reconstruction of the HRRP can be obtained by solving the following sparse-recovery problem. 
Then extract the peak value ofĤ , and the corresponding range in the spectrum isˆârg max( ( )) R abs H  . Then timefrequency analysis algorithms can be applied toR so as to obtain the micro-motion parameters of the precession ballistic targets.
IV. MICROWAVE ANECHOIC CHAMBER MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENTS
In this sub-section, a microwave-chamber experiment is conducted to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method above and analyze the algorithm performance.
A. Experiment system description
The experiment is conducted in the compact microwave anechoic chamber. In microwave anechoic chamber measurements, vector network analyzer (VNA) is used as transmit signal source and the echo processor. It is able to transmit stepped frequency signals, being the key part of the system. Connect the output of the VNA with the receiver and the antenna, and put the antennas on the focus of the collimator reflector, and isolate them by the transmitter-receiver isolation. Fig.2 shows the actual experiment scene. 
B. Experiment result analysis
The experiment on micro-Doppler of space precession target is conducted in the Microwave Lab of National University of Defense Technology. The geometric parameters of the target are shown in Fig.3 . In this experiment, the target has no spinning, the precession frequency 0.26 As shown in Fig.4 , the time-frequency analysis result is obtained for traditional stepped frequency signal. Then some parameter extraction algorithms such as Hough transform can be applied to obtain the micro-motion parameter. However, it's not the emphasis of this paper, for detailed analysis, see [2] . In this experiment, it's aimed to analyze the performance of random stepped frequency signal. However, the network analyzer is unable to transmit the proposed signal. An equivalent method can be adopted by randomly sampling the echo of the stepped frequency signal in the frequency domain. The time-frequency analysis result of the three main scattering parts for the random stepped frequency signal is shown in Fig.5-Fig.7 . Where (a) represents the initial time-frequency analysis result for the stepped frequency signal, (b)(c)(d) represents the time-frequency analysis result for the random stepped frequency signal with different decreasing sampling rates, where the decreasing sampling rates means the ratio of the selected frequency count to the initial frequency count.
(1) The nose cone
The echo amplitude of the nose cone is relatively weak, and the recovered HRRPs by OMP algorithm are unable to obtain the micro-motion parameters. Thus the convex optimization algorithm of higher reconstruction accuracy but relatively higher time costs is adopted instead. As shown in Fig.5 , when the sampling rate is no less than 50%, the reconstruction HRRPs are qualified for micro-motion parameter extraction. 
(2) The middle ring
The echo amplitude of the middle ring is relatively strong, and OMP algorithm of less time costs is qualified in this case. From Fig.6 , when the decreasing sampling rate is no less than 30%, the reconstruction time-frequency spectrum is qualified for the micro-motion extraction. （c）decreasing sampling rate 30% （d）decreasing sampling rate 20% Fig.6 . The middle ring
(3) The bottom ring
Similar to the middle ring, OMP algorithm can be adopted. As shown in Fig.7 , when the decreasing sampling rate is no less than 30%, the reconstruction time-frequency spectrum is qualified for the micro-motion extraction. (1) When the decreasing sampling rate is no less than a certain threshold, the time-frequency analysis result for the random stepped frequency signal is qualified for micromotion parameter extraction of the ballistic target, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed method. (2) As the microwave-chamber experiment shows, the reconstruction requirement of the middle ring and the bottom ring is relatively low, when the decreasing sampling rate is only 30%, the reconstruction HRRPs can be used to extract the micro-motion parameters. However, the reconstruction requirement of the nose cone is relatively high, by adopting the better reconstruction algorithm with high time costs sacrifice, a decreasing sampling rate higher than 50% is qualified for the micromotion extraction. The echo power of the nose cone is relatively weak, which is easily influenced by the measurement noise, thus a higher reconstruction condition is required.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a micro-motion information reconstruction method based on compressed sensing is proposed instead of the traditional stepped frequency signal for precession ballistic targets. However, a relatively simple analysis of the method is conducted in this paper, for it mainly verifies the feasibility of compressed sensing theory applied in the micro-motion information extraction. A deeper analysis for more indicators of the reconstruction accuracy and micro-motion parameter estimations should be conducted. Moreover, the sub-frequency selection criterion for a more accurate micro-motion information reconstruction remains to be studied in the future.
